
 

Consider the Netflix problem where we are given a

collection of users each of whom has rated some

subset of the available movies shows on Netflix

If we arrange this information in a matrix it may

look like this obviouslyNetflix has more users and movies

then this
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users

Obviously Netflix wishes to fill in these missing
entries so it knows what movies to recommend to

a giver use
One method of filling in these missing

entries leverages low rate structure in the matrix

This is called lowraknatrircompletion Lene



ObservationModely

Assume XeIRAN has rank rcamm M N so that

X tiniuit

Suppose we observe a subset of the entries in X

so we are given
a matrix YEIRANsuch that

yij dat s c i u x i N
otherwise

where 1 is a set of brown sampling locations We

may then ask

1 Can we recover X fon Y

2 How do we do it

3 How well does it work



Saphyconditionsy

To answer the first question assure we receive

exact noiseless measurements If X has rak r

we can write

X Tritt

where tr has size Mxr and Jr has size Ner In

this light thedegrees of freedom
in X are

Mrt Nr MTN r which is typically much
smaller

then MN Alternatively suppose the first r

columns are linearly independent
and the next N r

columns are dependent entirely on the first r This

gives Mrt IN r r MTN r r degrees of freedom

If MTN then the Dot 2Nr so we need at

least 0 Nr samples to here any hope
of recovery

Q If X is N N approximately how my saples
1 do we need



LRMC ProblemFormulation

How should we formulate the LRMC problem as an

optimization problem
We have twogoals for ay

esthete

1 Fiji j for li j Er observed entriesnotch

2 rank I r estate is low rank

Let Por be the orthogonal projection onto the space
of matrices supported on l Then we write

Rs X j ligler
otherwise

An equality constrained basis pursuit type optimization

problem is then
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Alternatively if we believe our observations are corrupted

by noise we maychoose
to solve the Lasso typeltikho.eu

regularized problem

Ill Prix Pew 711 11 14

Note the similarity between I 2 and our optimization

problems for sparse regression

AlgoothnsforLRmcf

We can solve the LRMC problem using both ADAM
and

IRIS The latter will appear in our lastdemo Defoe

the split augmented Lagrangian to be

3 X Z 4 111211 tt lPrN PrlyllE

L X z Ell X 2HE

where L is the matrix of Lagrange multipliers

The ADM M updates are goes below
Their devotees

is likelyto be a homework problem Note the similarity

to the Lasso updates
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